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BARGAINING UPDATES FOR THE OESPA CONTRACT 

Ratified July 25, 2018 
 
Following is a summary of the changes to the OESPA contract as a result of the recent ratification.  
Specific areas have been highlighted in an effort to call special attention to the change. If you have 
questions, please call Patricia R. Walker or LeighAnn Blackmore at 407 317-3337. 
 
ARTICLE X, A, 5 -- ADVERTISEMENT 

Old language required varying numbers of days to advertise vacant positions depending on the 
paygrades of the positions.  The number of days to advertise ranged from 5 to 12 calendar days 
and required vacancy notices be posted weekly on a bulletin board at all work locations. 

New language given the fact that employees have 24/7 access to the application process and can 
apply for any OCPS position without weekends and holidays being an impediment, the 
number of days to advertise any vacant position was changed to seven (7) calendar days.  The 
electronic vacancy notice will include a link to the job description, the salary information and 
the veteran’s preference. 

 

In both old and new language, the employee birthday is included in the number of days a 
vacancy is to be posted.  However, paid holidays and periods of district-wide shut down are not 
included in the number of days a vacancy is to be posted. The union is provided access to all 
vacancy notifications via the OCPS website. 

 
ARTICLE X, A, 8 & 9 -- VACANCIES 

Old language employees who have been interviewed for positions were to be notified in writing as 
to whether or not they have been selected for the position. 

New language this language remains intact and is expanded to include the following.  If an 
employee accepts a position, the employee must provide, in writing, a two week notice to their 
current supervisor that they’ve accepted the new position.  A less than two week notice may be 
accepted if mutually agreed to between the two supervisors involved.  The two week notice 
applies to transfers and/or promotions. 

  
ARTICLE X, H, 3 & 4 - LAYOFF 

Old language employees laid off through the unassigned process were placed in position titles not 
equal in paygrade to the titles from which they were laid off.  When the employee accepted the 
assigned position, no further assistance was guaranteed the employee in an effort to restore 
him/her to the position title from which he/she was laid off.  Once placed in a position the 
employee was removed from the layoff list. 

New language employees laid off through the unassigned process may still be placed in position 
titles not equal in paygrade of the titles from which they were laid off, however, the fact that 
they accepted a position of a different paygrade does not remove them from the layout list.  
The employee remains on the layoff list for one year or until the position from which they 
were laid off becomes available, whichever is first. 

 
ARTICLE XV – WAGES A (YEAR ONE, 2018-2019) 

Old language reflected wages awarded for the 2017-18 school year. 
New language outlines the wages for the 2018-19 school year. 

 A 2% increase shall be added to the minimum hourly rate of all paygrades 3 - 18. 
 Employee’s hourly rate will be adjusted so their percentage above the minimum in the new 

structure will be the same as their percentage above the minimum in the current structure.  
No adjustment will exceed 5% above the range minimum of the employee’s paygrade in 
accordance with up to 5% work experience credit practice. 

 The new minimum wage for OCPS employees in a benefit position is $10.20 per hour. 
 All range maximums were increased by 4%. 
 All classified employees will receive a 4% (or a minimum of $.50) increase added to their 

hourly rate of pay. 
 No increase will be less than $.50 per hour.  The maximum per hour increase will be 

$1.22. 
 To receive the 4% increase, employees must be in a benefited position, worked one-day 

over half the 2017-18 school year and be in an active employment status on the day the 
raises are paid. 
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ARTICLE XV – WAGES B (YEAR TWO, 2019-2020) 

Old language there was no language for a two year contract. 
New language an average 4% salary increase will be offered for the 2019-20 contract year subject to 

the following: 
▪ If the anticipated revenue from the second calculation of the FEFP will result in an 

increase in an increase in per student funding from the 2018-19 fourth calculation, then 
the average increase of 4% will be made effective at the beginning of the 2019-2020 school 
year.  If anticipated revenue increases are more than or less than 4% increase per student 
funding, the parties must negotiate to apply any available funds to salary increases. 

▪ It is understood that the term “anticipated revenue increases” as used herein refers to FEFP 
revenue increases not required to be spent for other purposes, as is calculated based upon 
per student increases in weighted FTE funding. 

 
ARTICLE XVII, G, 1 --- MILITARY LEAVE 

Old language allowed for military leave to not exceed 17 duty days in any one annual period.  
New language brings the contract in compliance with Florida Statute 115.07 which expands the 

military leave to 240 hours or 30 8-hour days. 
 
APPENDIX B-3 --- TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
Old language all bonus money for drivers and monitors driving combo routes. 
New language ended the combo bonus program and removed the language from the contract. 
 
MEMORANDUMS OF UNDERSTANDING 

▪ A $500 mid-year retention bonus was awarded to all classified employees hired in benefited 
positions by December 22, 2017 and in an active employment status on the date of payout.  
Payout was the last paycheck in January, 2018. 

▪ A $710 My Brother’s Keeper Coordinator supplement was paid to classified employees in 
selected schools who served as coordinators for this program.  This was for the 2017-18 
school year only. 

▪ A $1,000 UniSIG recruitment/retention bonus was paid to employees within the Ed-para 
job family at Evans, Jones and Oak Ridge for the 2017-18 school year. 

▪ A $500 SIG recruitment/retention bonus was paid to classified employees at Wheatley for 
the 2017-18 school year. 

▪ $100 referral bonus will be paid to any OCPS employee who refers an applicant who 
becomes a new OCPS bus operator or mechanic.  This pilot ends June 30, 2019. 

 

The OESPA 2018-19 contract is online.  You can find your searchable copy at: 

 

https://www.ocps.net/departments/human_resources/labor_relations/ 

Scroll down and on your right click OESPA Contract, 2018-19 
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